Viscosity at the nanoscale: Intriguing 50-year-old puzzle solved
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At a snail’s pace – this is how proteins should move inside living cells where viscosity of environment exceeds the viscosity of water by a million times. However, proteins move not much slower than in water. While looking for a solution to this puzzle, scientists from Poland have discovered a new principle of physics.
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CISMarket

- Bismuth germanate (BGO)  
  [...]  
- Germanium  
  Germanium monocrystalline, polycrystalline [...]  
- Float Zone Silicon  
  P-type boron doped and N-type phosphorous doped silicon approaching from 1000 ohm-cm to 10000 ohm-cm in 1-1-1 and 1-0-0 orientations up to 100 mm diameter is now available, frequently from stock. Float Zone Silicon is in the Galileo spacecraft now orbiting Jupiter; it is in the Hubble Space Telescope in orbit around the Earth; it will [...] [...]  
- Cadmium, mercury, telluride HgCdTe (MCT or CMT)  
  Recent developments in cadmium mercury telluride infrared detectors A II VI compound, cadmium mercury telluride, has dominated recent advances in the detection of infrared radiation. Although the main application is in thermal imaging, other applications include instrumentation and guidance. In this paper we describe the history of the development of cadmium [...]
Viscosity/Rheology Lab.
Sample testing, training and advice Fast and efficient expert service.
www.rheologyschool.com

Organic Germanium Ge-132
Organic germanium products approved by the Ministry of Health of Japan.
www.amazon.com
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